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Accepted Revisions: The Slowbouncing Project of Richard Future
and Martin United in the Championship of Journalism Should

Call Customers to Prostern for a Collection
Israel Lovell

Abstract—This paper presents the results of the ”Slowbouncing Project,” a
collaborative effort by Richard Future and Martin United aimed at examining
the impact of slow journalism on consumer behavior. Through a series
of interviews, surveys, and case studies, the authors explore the ways in
which slower, more thoughtful journalism can engage and retain readership,
ultimately leading to increased revenue for media organizations. The authors
argue that a shift towards slow journalism requires a fundamental rethinking
of journalistic values and practices, as well as a commitment to building
authentic relationships with readers. Drawing on the concept of ”prostern,”
a term used in some cultures to describe a gesture of deep reverence and
gratitude, the authors call on media organizations to embrace the slow
journalism movement and honor their customers through a commitment to
quality, depth, and integrity in their reporting. The paper concludes with a
call to action for journalists, media organizations, and consumers alike to join
together in promoting and supporting slow journalism as a vital component
of a healthy democratic society.

Keywords- conspiracy, ordinary, sheriff, couple, ranked, involved, outlets,
native, personally, choice
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